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THE PROJECT
A.A. was founded by Anonymous Analyst & Anonymous Arnold both seasoned experts in a
wide range of different industries from Finance & Blockchain to Crypto & Art.
We managed to put a professional team together with the best 3D modellers, vfx & animation
artists, illustrators, developers and many more who are joining the forces.
Creating the art of the future on the XRPL & SGB Networks with a dedicated ecosystem.
$AAX is an XRPL utility token used within the Anonymous Astronauts ecosystem.
$AAX will connect both real world & the A.A. metaverse experience!
We strive to become one of the most innovative projects within the space & bring the best
user experience for the whole A.A. community.
"We entitled our NFT collections ‘Anonymous Astronauts’ - 'A.A.' on behalf of our Youtube
channel dedicated to cryptocurrencies and the ‘Astronaut’ as a famous symbol in the crypto
space."
Anonymous Astronauts is composed of 2 projects running through 2 blockchains: XRP Ledger
(XRPL) and Songbird Network (SGB).
The first project is named Anonymous Astronauts XRPL also known as ‘AAXRPL’
The second one is called Anonymous Astronauts SGB also known as ‘AASGB’
For each project, we will deliver unique NFT collections which will grant amazing utilities for
their holders.
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OUR MISSION
We strive to provide the best space journey for our
community by granting them amazing artworks coupled
with the best possible utilities.
Our NFTs collections aim to unleash the maximum value
for them with passive income in $AAX and XRP to drive
them to financial freedom creating a complete eco system
in both real world and our metaverse game application.

OUR VISION
With the rise of NFTs market reaching $40Bn in 2021, we
feel convinced that A.A. project will cover the main
expectations such as a smooth user experience, earning
passive income, in-game utility, metaverse access, ...
To deliver all these benefits we selected the most effecient
blockchains which will be a strandard in the near future.
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THE BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain is a system of recording information in a way that makes it difficult or
impossible to change, hack, or cheat the system. A blockchain is essentially a digital ledger
of transactions that is duplicated and distributed across the entire network of computer
systems on the blockchain.

XRP LEDGER
The XRP Ledger (XRPL) is a decentralized, public blockchain led by a global developer
community.
It’s fast, energy efficient, and reliable. With ease of development, low transaction costs, and
a knowledgeable community, it provides developers with a strong open-source foundation
for executing on the most demanding projects—without hurting the environment.
To deliver all these benefits we selected the most effecient blockchains which will be a
strandard in the near future.

FLARE NETWORK
Connect Everything,
Flare is a new Layer-1 blockchain which enables secure universal interoperability between
chains - scaling the use of blockchain by enabling all digital assets and onchain information
to flow freely. This is cross-chain interoperability with the security of multi-chain.
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SONGBIRD NETWORK
A “Canary network” is an operational blockchain with a defined (and hence scarce) token supply
that is intended to be used to test features for a related main net.
Songbird is the Canary network for Flare, it will have two distinct phases. Prior to the launch of
Flare, Songbird will be instrumental in the continued testing of the Flare Time Series Oracle, the
StateConnector and F-Asset systems and the network architecture.
In all periods Songbird has two other core uses.
First, advanced testing and community building for applications that wish to launch on Flare.
Second, as a way for FLR token holders to familiarize themselves with key Flare protocols such
as delegation to the FTSO, minting of F-Assets and usage of applications that build on Flare
without putting their FLR tokens at risk.

NON FUNGIBLE TOKENS "NFTs"
A NFT is a digital asset that represents real-world objects like art, music, in-game items and
videos. They are bought and sold online and they are generally encoded with the same
underlying software as many cryptos.
Although they’ve been around since 2014, NFTs are gaining notoriety now because they are
becoming an increasingly popular way to buy and sell digital artwork. The market for NFTs was
worth a staggering $40 billion in 2021 alone, an amount that is approaching the total value of
the entire global fine art market.
NFTs are also generally one of a kind, or at least one of a very limited run, and have unique
identifying codes. “Essentially, NFTs create digital scarcity,” says Arry Yu, chair of the Washington
Technology Industry Association.
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COLLECTIONS
Anonymous Astronauts designed specific NFTs collections for
XRPL & Songbird networks.

A.A. Masterpieces collection:
NFTs developed with unreal engine, containing 3D animated
models with storylines & soundtracks.

A.A. SGB & A.A. XRPL Collectibles collection:
Revolutionary NFT project thanks to self generated NFT
minted using the BestFTSO Generator tool. Supply of 4,000
pieces for each project on XRPL & Songbird network.
A very first 100 exclusive 100% unique pieces on XRPL were
sold during a presale.

A.A. Toyboxes collection:
Different A.A. characters Toyboxes on multiple marketplaces.
Limited supply of 25 for each Toybox!

A.A. Project X collection:
Anonymous astronauts The XRP Army.
All unique designed XRP minded 3D avatars with their own
features, style & skills.
Each model/avatar will be 100% unique and acts as your entry
ticket to the A.A. metaverse game experience.
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NFT UTILITIES
All our NFTs grant various benefits to their holders.
Depending the AAXRPL or AASGB collections NFTs, the owners will have access to:
AIRDROP UTILITY:
Snapshots of specific NFTs are made over time. These holders are getting rewarded new A.A.
NFT drops. Be a real hodler! Beware, snapshots can happen any time!
YEARLY PRESENTS FEATURE:
Every A.A. Planet-X-Mas NFT holder on the Songbird network will receive yearly Christmas &
New Year presents. Digital or Physical!
NFT STAKING:
Monthly payouts in $AAX for holding A.A. NFTs. in which each A.A. NFT is linked to a point
system. Payouts in $AAX depending on this points scheme.
A.A. CLUB:
Each A.A. NFT holder will be granted access to the A.A. Club in our Discord channel and get
access to the latest & hottest crypto, NFTs content, giveaways, presales & so much more to
discover.
PHYSICAL NFTS:
Certain NFTs have the utility of receiving the actual physical prints or 3D frames.
We intend to bring this possibility to all our NFTs in the future.
KINGS OF STRATEGY:
Kings of Strategy will be the most revolutionary NFT strategy game of our time. The BestFTSO
Team created the foundation to build a complete virtual sports economy.
A.A. METAVERSE:
We strive to bring our community a full metaverse gaming experience: with Project X the
impossible will be made possible!
$AAX token implementation, unique 3D avatars, P2E, leveling, trait shop, ...
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$AAX TOKEN PASSIVE INCOME
$AAX is our native token created on the XRP Ledger to build up a complete ecosystem and
to grant passive income to our NFT Community.
Giving our Community the profit opportunity to the maximum level!
The more A.A. NFTs you hold, the more passive income you earn!

To initiate passive income lift off:
NFT BUYING/PHASE1:
Buy & HOLD A.A. NFT's on the XRPL & Songbird Networks.
NFT STAKING/PHASE2:
A reward system has been created in which each A.A. NFT is linked to a point system.
Monthly payouts in $AAX for holding A.A. NFTs and depending on this points scheme.
First $AAX payout start date August 1st 2022
$AAX TOKEN STAKING/PHASE3:
$AAX token holders will be rewarded in $XRP after each $AAX staking period ends.
Quarterly snapshots will occur after the first AAX payout has taken place.
3 monthly investment reports will be provided to the community.
OWN A COMPANY "SHARE"/PHASE4:
Giving a certain percentage of A.A. Company total revenue back to our NFT holders.
Launch date TBA
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$AAX TOKEN UTILITIES
NFT STAKING:
Monthly payouts in $AAX for holding A.A. NFTs. in which each A.A. NFT is linked to a point
system. Payouts in $AAX depending on this points scheme.
$AAX TOKEN STAKING:
$AAX token holders will be rewarded in $XRP after each $AAX staking period ends.
OWN A COMPANY SHARE:
Giving a certain percentage of A.A. Company total revenue shares back to our NFT holders.
Giving our community the opportunity profit to the maximum level!
More information TBA.
SPENDING UNIT:
$AAX is our ecosystem utility token that gives all its holders an open currency that can be used
without a centralized intermediary system.
Once XLS-20d is live you will be able to buy A.A. NFTs on XRPL at discount prices with $AAX.
INCENTIVAZATION:
$AAX can and will be used for third-parties to participate in the A.A. ecosystem by integrating
$AAX into services, games and many other project ideas...
A.A. METAVERSE:
We strive to bring our community a full metaverse gaming experience: with Project X the
impossible will be made possible!
$AAX token implementation, unique 3D avatars, P2E, leveling, trait shop, ...
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TOKENOMICS
$AAX is an XRPL utility token used within the Anonymous Astronauts ecosystem.
The total supply of $AAX is 1 Million / 1,000,000 tokens.
$AAX first monthly payouts to A.A. NFT holders are planned on August 1st 2022.
Each A.A. NFT holder will get $AAX tokens airdropped depending on their share through
the point system.
Extra passive income will be generated by the Community Profit Pool ($AAX Staking).
10 to 50% of each A.A. NFT sale will be added into this profit pool.
This pool will be growing over time by many investment steps taken by the A.A. team.
$AAX payout starting date August 1st 2022.
Quarterly snapshots will occur after the first AAX payout has taken place.
3 monthly investment reports will be provided to the community.
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75%
COMMUNITY VAULT:
75% of the Community Vault will be distributed to A.A. NFT holders over time.
On a monthly basis, 1% of the Community Vault will be airdropped and divided to all A.A. NFT
holders depending on their holdings & the points scheme.
10%
MARKETING:
10% of all $AAX will be available for marketing purposes & partnerships or project realizations.
5% available after 6 months, 5% after 12 months.
5%
TEAM:
5% of all $AAX will be distributed to the A.A. Team for payments & contract settlements. 2.5%
available at token launch, 2.5% after 6 months.
5%
EARLY CONTRIBUTORS:
5% of all $AAX will be distributed to the A.A. early contributors for their engagement & trust in
the Anonymous Astronauts Project.
5%
FOUNDERS:
5% of all $AAX will be distributed to the ones who launched the Anonymous Astronauts into
crypto space. The founders of A.A.
5% will be available after 5 years releasing 1% per year.
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A.A. PROJECT X
Anonymous Astronauts The XRP Army!
All unique designed XRP minded 3D avatars with each of them
their own characteristics, looks & skills.
The XRP Army is well known throughout the whole universe for
their power to survive, therefore many species have traveled
across planets to join the XRP Army and defend the Crypto Space
from the upcoming evil!
Each model/avatar will be 100% unique and act as your entry
ticket to the A.A. Metaverse game experience.
Avatar 3D model creation starts with a specific idea or story
behind each character. It is needed to determine how the actual
model will look. It is easier to copy "famous" people and remodel than to create 100% unique models. Drawing, sculpting,
scetching, creating the perfect accesoires, rendering, rigging,...
Eye for perfection is key to provide & create the best
personalised avatars.
We strive to build the best user experience for the XRPL with
many features like:
Space Station X (Metaverse Main Zone)
Avatar traits shop
Avatar leveling
Multiplayer
P2E
Mini games
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A.A. PROJECT X
Building a complete eco system with $AAX in the real world but also connecting it has the native
currency in our metaverse gaming space.
Project X will also bring all the A.A. NFTs to life into the metaverse where the actual owners can
see their 3D art in-game, 2D canvas, buy, sell, trade.
Project X avatars will be only available for $AAX on the XRP NFT marketplace.
Prices, launch date & more information COMING SOON!
"The stars don't look bigger, but they do look brighter" - Sally Ride
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THE TEAM
CORE TEAM

ANONYMOUS ARNOLD

ANONYMOUS ANALYST

CO-FOUNDER

CO-FOUNDER

Arnold is a passionate gamer, artist &
entrepreneur who has set up several
companies. As an early investor & believer in the
crypto space, A.A. can call himself a crypto
expert.

Analyst is a passionate entrepreneur &
successful trader who has many years of
experience in the world finance industries. As an
early investor & believer in the crypto space, A.A.
can call himself a crypto expert like his partner.

UNKNOWN USER

REGCHASER

DISCORD DEVELOPER & MOD

SOCIAL MEDIA & WRITER

Unknown User is an engineer and real
perfectionist. Developer on Songbird & Discord
bringing all his skills to the A.A. Community.

RegChaser is the brain behind all social
channels & has lots of experience in marketing.
Bringing you the best content with his amazing
writing skills.
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KNOWITALL

LEX

XRP DEVELOPER

ANIMATION & VFX ARTIST

Knowitall is the coding expert with many years of
experience in many different computer languages.
Developer on the XRP Ledger & Discord bringing you
his fine art in lines & numbers.

Lex is a game freak and very passionate about
animations and special effects. Many years of
self study brought him to the next level. Now
working for world famous celebrities & brands.

ANABELLE

EDZA

ILLUSTRATOR ARTIST

3D-ARTIST

Anabelle is the illustration expert with many years of
experience in different art styles. With her eagle eye
she spots every detail.
Co-designer of AAXRPL & AASGB

EDZA is a pro 3D designer and his team of 3D
modellers are all experts in the latest
technologies & software. He has many years of
experience to make all what's not possible,
possible!

AND MANY MORE ASTRONAUTS <3
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ROADMAP
Q3 2022

Q4 2022

Q1 2023 & BEYOND
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WHITE PAPER SUMMARY
Anonymous Astronauts is a multi purpose NFT project on both XRP & Songbird networks.
We are launching several high quality & exclusive collections on XRP & SGB.
"Bringing the latest technologies & art together as one"
AASGB & AAXRPL:
2000 unique collectible 2D artworks on SGB. Shuffle AASGB with BestFTSO's unique generator tool.
2000 unique collectible 2D artworks on XRPL. AAXRPL contains new & unique layer combinations.
A.A. MASTERPIECES:
Ultra rare 3D NFT masterpieces. Developed with unreal engine, containing different A.A. storylines.
A.A. TOYBOXES:
Different A.A. characters & storylines Toyboxes on multiple marketplaces!
With a limited supply of 25 for each Toybox.
PROJECT X: THE A.A. XRP ARMY:
All unique designed XRP minded 3D avatars with their own features, style & skills.
The XRP Army is well known throughout the whole universe for their power to survive, therefore
many species have travelled across planets to join the XRP Army and defend the Crypto Space from
the upcoming evil!
With one main feature, $AAX as a utility token on the XRP Ledger, we will build up our own complete
ecosystem around A.A. NFTs & Project X: The A.A. XRP Army metaverse experience.
Additionally, the A.A. Club on Discord is accessible to all A.A. NFT holders and will grant many
interesting opportunities.
Some of our main features:
Passive income in $AAX & $XRP
NFT Staking
Super High Quality 3D & 2D NFTs
Multiple NFT Collections
Massive utilities
A.A. VIP Club
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PARTNERSHIPS & LINKS
A whole and wealthy journey also exists thanks to its partnerships. So we thank them here.

MARKETPLACES

SONGBIRD NETWORK
www.bestftso.xyz

SONGBIRD NETWORK
www.nftso.xyz

XRP LEDGER
www.sologenic.org

METAVERSE

GAMES

TBA

KINGS OF STRATEGY
www.kingsofstrategy.xyz
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
All information found and written in this White Paper is subject to changes/updates and should
not be considered as a commitment or promise of guarantee from the A.A. Team.
This whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice, financial advice, trading advice or
recommendation by Anonymous Astronauts team, its affiliates, or its respective employees to
buy the $AAX token.
Purchasing $AAX involves risk and may lead to a loss of a substantial or entire amount of
money or other assets. Prior to purchasing $AAX, potential holders should carefully assess and
take into account the risks, including those listed in any other documentation.
A purchaser should not purchase $AAX token for speculative or investment purposes.
Purchasers should only purchase $AAX token if they fully understand the nature of the $AAX
token and accept the risks inherent to the $AAX token.
Cryptographic tokens may be subject to expropriation and/or theft; hackers or other malicious
groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with our system/network in various ways,
including malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks,
smurfing, and spoofing which may result in the loss of your cryptographic tokens or the loss of
your ability to access or control your cryptographic tokens.
In such an event, there may be no remedy, and holders of cryptographic tokens are not
guaranteed any remedy, refund, or compensation.
The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens and digital assets is currently unsettled in many
jurisdictions, varies among jurisdictions, and can be subject to significant uncertainty.
It is possible that in the future, certain laws, regulations, policies or rules relating to
cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain technology, or blockchain applications may be
implemented which may directly or indirectly affect or restrict cryptographic token holders’
right to acquire, own, hold, sell, convert, trade, or use cryptographic tokens.
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JOIN THE A.A. SPACESHIP
twitter.com/AnonymousRealx
instagram.com/anonymousrealx
discord.gg/Z7UBcanK3T
youtube.com/channel/UCyIb7htVIiOuGhtR7lFHfYw

ON XRPL & SGB BLOCKCHAINS
www.anonymousnfts.xyz

